Summary: All the rules of the regular game of FIFA 11-a-side football/soccer apply except
slide-tackling is not allowed and is treated as a foul; there are no throw-ins but rather players
dribble in from the point that the ball has gone out of bounds or anywhere behind that point,
and matches are 3 minutes per round each starting and finishing with the sound of the horn.
In the event of a draw during the quarterfinals, semi-finals or finals then the two opponents
shall continue on for an additional 1 minute with the first to score a goal winning the match.
Should the match be even after a total of 4 minutes then the opponents will each take turns
taking a penalty kick each and then alternating from right to left footed shot until the deadlock
is broken.
Law 1: Goal: The ball need only touch the cone(s) to score. It is not necessary to knock
them over.
Law 2: Scoring Area: A goal can only be scored inside the defending
player’s half of the field marked by one color of marker or identification.
Law 3: Fouls: Any foul committed at any time results in a penalty kick.
Law 4: Penalty Kick: A penalty kick is taken as a free shot at the cones with the ball placed
at the center of the court.
Law 5: Out of Bounds: The ball is started at the point of exit or anywhere
behind that point of exit by dribbling in. Once the ball touches the line it is
in play and the game is ‘live’.
Law 6: Time Limit: Matches are 3 minutes per round and 3 rounds per contest.
Law 7: Draw/Tie: In the event of a draw (even score at the end of
regulation time), the match goes into SpeedGoal mode where the next
goal ends the match.
Law 8: Age: Adult Tournaments are 17 years old and above. Children’s Tournaments are
16 years and under where it is a requirement that each child plays in his own year age group.
Law 9: Referees: All decisions are made at the referee’s discretion
and the referee’s decisions are final.
Law 10: Sportsmanship: All 1v1 participants are expected to maintain the
highest standards of sportsmanship, competition, and self-discipline that the 1v1 ISF
promotes and upholds. Should a player lose emotional control and behave in a manner
inconsistent with the SuperSkills culture then the player will be removed from the tournament
without recourse.

